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1. Introduction 
 

On 8 July 2020, the government announced that it would introduce a temporary 5% reduced rate of VAT for     
certain supplies of hospitality, hotel and holiday accommodation, and admissions to certain attractions. 

 This cut in the VAT rate from the standard rate of 20% will have effect from 15 July 2020 to 12 January 2021. 

 More information can be obtained here: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-reduced-rate-for-hospitality-holiday-accommodation-and-
attractions 
 
Sage X3 systems using standard VAT configuration will already have a 5% reduced rate VAT code as it is 
already in use on some goods and services, for example energy. The standard code is ‘GBRED’ – UK reduced 
VAT. 

This document will advise how to: 

  Check your setup  

  Create a new reduced rate code.  

 Add the rate to your VAT Box configuration so that it is included on your Making Tax Digital (MTD) 
submission.  

 Update your product file to automatically apply the reduced rate to your sales and purchase 
transactions. 

Note: There are many ways of managing this process in X3, that outlined below is the simplest to implement. 
If you feel that these changes will not accommodate your specific requirements, please contact us for more 
advice. 

2.  Tax Code Setup 

Common Data> Common Tables > Tax Codes (GESTVT) 

The standard X3 Tax Codes are listed below: 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-reduced-rate-for-hospitality-holiday-accommodation-and-attractions
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-reduced-rate-for-hospitality-holiday-accommodation-and-attractions
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You can see that the ‘GBRED’, UK Reduced rate VAT already exists. 

If you do not have this code, it should be configured as follows: 
 

 

3.  VAT Box Setup 

Declarations> Tax Management> Others> Parameters> VAT Boxes (GESVTB) 

This section only applies if you are using are using X3 v11 and v12 to make MTD submissions 
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The ‘Detail’ tab maps the Tax Codes to the VAT Boxes 1 – 9 which are used in the MTD submission. 

The boxes must be mapped to each combination of the ‘Tax Management’ and ‘Post Tax’ settings of the 
GL Account for each Tax Code, for each VAT Box.   
 
The settings for tax code ’GBRED’ should mirror those of the standard VAT code, usually ‘GB001’. 

The following is a complete list of the entries that are required for sales and purchase at the reduced 
rate VAT. You only require those that reflect the type of transactions that you undertake. 

VAT 
box Short title Tax Management Post Tax Tax Code Rules 

B1   Tax Account Collected Sales GBRED DMG 

B1   Tax Account Collected Fixed Assets GBRED DMG 

B4   Tax Account Deductible Purchases GBRED DMG 

B4   Tax Account Deductible Fixed Assets GBRED DMG 

B4   Tax Account Deductible G & S GBRED DMG 

B6   Subjected Collected Sales GBRED DMG 

B6   Subjected Collected Fixed Assets GBRED DMG 

B7   Subjected Deductible Purchases GBRED DMG 

B7   Subjected Deductible Fixed Assets GBRED DMG 

B7   Subjected Deductible G & S GBRED DMG 
 

The default screen looks like this: 
   

 

To add a row, scroll to the end line.  
Add the relevant values from the pick lists or by typing the entries. 
Click Save. 
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If you only use the AP-AR module ‘Customer BP invoice’ and ‘Supplier BP invoice’ functions to generate 
your invoices, where you select the Tax Code on the invoice lines, then you have completed the set up 
required. 

The following sections are only required if you use the Sales and Purchase modules. The additional setup 
relates to the automatic determination of the tax code on the order and invoice lines. 

4.  Product Tax Level 

The product tax level defines the tax treatment of the item. It is used by the tax determination tables to 
automatically map the tax code. 
 
The standard product tax levels which are configured in Common Data > Common Tables > Taxes > Tax 
Level (GESTVI) are shown below: 
 

 

The ‘RED’ reduced rate should be setup as follows: 

 

5.  Product Codes 

Common Data> Products > Products (GESITM) 
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In order that the products which were previously at the normal rate of VAT, now automatically generate 
transaction lines at reduced rate, an update to the affected product codes will be required.  

For example, the tax treatment of hotel costs will change from the standard ‘NOR’ rate to reduced ‘RED’ 
rate.  
 
To update: 

Select the product code. 
Click on the financials tab.  

 

Change the Tax Level 1 to ‘RED’. 
Click Save. 

There may be products where some transactions will remain at standard rate, whilst others will be at 
the reduced rate. Where this is the case, you can either choose to create an additional product code or 
simply manually update the rate on the sales and purchase transaction lines. 

6.  Tax Determination 

Common Data> Common Tables > Tax Determination (GESTVC) 

Use this function to define the automatic determination of the of ‘Tax rate’ used in sales and purchase 
functions by looking up the ‘Tax rule’ (linked to the BP) and ‘Tax level’ (linked to products). 
 
An entry needs to exist which maps the domestic BP Tax Rule, usually ‘DMG’ and the reduced rate 
Product Tax level usually ‘RED’ to the tax code ‘GBRED’ 
 
The standard setup is shown below: 
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7.  Return to Standard Rate. 

You should now be ready to use Reduced Rate VAT on all types of transactions.  

When the scheme ends in January 2021 and the rate reverts to 20%, you will need to reupdate the 
product code file to change the tax level back to normal treatment ‘NOR’. 

When processing transactions which relate to the period when the scheme was in effect, you must 
ensure that you manually update the tax rate to reduced from normal. This is most likely to affect 
purchase invoices which are received late and sales credits which relate to an earlier period. 
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